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Abstract. This paper proposes a rerouting scheme that can be applied
to the restoration of working Label Switched Paths (LSPs) and preprovisioned backup LSPs, which consists of two subsequent algorithms.
The ﬁrst algorithm for the dynamic deterimination of the restoration
scope (RS)increases the restoration speed by minimizing the complexity
of the network topology and by maximizing the reusability of the existing working LSP. The second newly proposed concept of RS extension
minimizes the probability of restoration failure by dynamically widening
the restoration scope until the RS is equal to the whole network topology. Through simulation, we evaluate the performance of our restoration
scheme and the existing protection schemes in terms of the restoration
speed, packet loss, network resource utilization, and resource reusability
of the existing working LSP.

1

Introduction

The rerouting method for traﬃc engineering in IP networks became the driving
force behind MPLS. The ability to protect traﬃc against failure or congestion in
an LSP can be important in mission-critical MPLS networks [6,7,9]. Restoration
is necessary for two diﬀerent reasons: one is fast restoration and the other is optimized restoration. Fast restoration minimizes service disruptions for the ﬂows
aﬀected by an outage using a backup path [1,9]. Optimized restoration serves to
alternatively optimized traﬃc ﬂow in line with a changed network topology [2,9].
However, fast restoration cannot provide fast change of traﬃc ﬂows any more
when the backup and working paths go down simultaneously and cannot increase
network resource utilization. In this paper, we propose a LSP rerouting scheme
that dynamically aligns the restoration scope in MPLS network. Because this
scheme dynamically adjusts the restoration scope depending on the fault and
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congested location and the overall network status, we may provide the most reasonable bypassing path for avoiding congestion or for restoring fault. This paper
proposes a rerouting algorithm to determine the restoration scope taking into account the bandwidth, delay, and hop count. This algorithm can be a scalable one
because it expands the restoration scope when it fails to calculate the reasonable
bypassing path within the found restoration scope. Our model can expand the
restoration scope until the overall network is a restoration scope. Our restoration
scheme focuses on the maximization of network resource utilization better than
the restoration speed. However, it does not prominently degrade the performance
of restoration speed compared with the existing backup path driven approaches
[4,5], which establishes the working and backup paths simultaneously for fast
restoration and lacks resource utilization and backup path protection schemes.
Our model may provide a moderated restoration speed compared with the existing backup path approaches [4,5], maximize network resource utilization and
protect the backup path without requiring much longer restoration time. We
deﬁne a rerouting model that dynamically establishes a transient backup path,
taking into account the current network status and topology when the node or
link goes down and automatically releases it when the node or links goes up.
We propose a algorithm to determine the restoration scope, an algorithm to
ﬁnd reasonable bypassing paths, and demonstrate a procedure that restores the
faulty working path without prominent performance degradation while maximizing network resource utilization better than the existing backup path driven
restoration methods [4,5]. Through simulation, the performance of the proposed
restoration scheme is measured and compared with the existing schemes in terms
of packet loss, restoration speed, resource utilization and the reusability of the
existing working LSP.

2

The Provision Process of the Alternative LSPs

To meet the requirements of the maximization of network resource utilization
and the minimization of the restoration speed, we propose a rerouting model
that dynamically provides an alternative path bypassing the fault location with
the concept of dynamic RS arrangement. The process of dynamic RS arrangement is composed of two subsequent steps: (1) the generation of the Intermediate
Weighted Network Graph (IWNG) from the Network Graph (N G) taking into
account the fault location and the traﬃc metrics, such as requested bandwidth
(BREQ ), traﬃc class (T), and hop count (H); and (2) the determination of intermediate ingress node for conﬁne the restoration scope.
Fig. 1 shows the overall process to create an alternative LSP. The detail
procedure for the creation of an alternative LSP avoiding the fault location is as
follows:
Preconditions:
– A network graph, N G(N, L, BAV A , R), where N is a set of node, L is a set
of link, BAV A is avariable bandwidth of link, and R is the rerouting option.
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Fig. 1. The overall process to create an alternative LSP
– A list of fault locations, F = (fn |fl ), which is a set of abnormal nodes (n)
or abnormal links (l)
– An LSP request, LSPREQ (I, E, T, H, BREQ ), where I is the ingress LSR, E
is the egress LSR, T is the traﬃc class (gold, silver, and bronze), H is the
hop count that can hopefully be the end-to-end delay if the delay between
each link is constant, and BREQ corresponds to the bandwidth requirements.
– A working LSP, PW ORKIN G = (n, l), where n is node and l is link traversing
the working LSP
Procedure:
[Step 1] First, we create an Intermediate Weighted Network Graph (IWNG)
with such information as F , LSPREQ (I, E, T, H, BREQ ), and PW ORKIN G .
We will propose the algorithm for creation of IWNG in next section. The
weight (W ) of IWNG is assigned by the IWNG creation algorithm.
[Step 2] We determine intermediate ingress node (I  ) to generate an alternative
LSP, that is to say, we conﬁne the restoration scope that will be the most
reasonable boundary to create an alternative path for the restoration of the
occurred faults. In other words, we create LSPREQ (I  , E, T, H, BREQ ). The
I  should be one of the nodes in PW ORKIN G .
[Step 3] We ﬁnd the most optimal alternative path from LSPREQ (I  ) to
LSP REQ (E) with the routing constraints such as T , H, and BREQ .
[Step 4] If the path computation algorithm generates an optimal path between
LSP REQ (I  ) and LSPREQ (E), we select it as an alternative path
(PREROUT IN G ) for the restoration of the fault and stop the procedure.
[Step 5] However, if there is no any reasonable alternative path between
LSPREQ (I  ) and LSPREQ (E), we compare the original ingress node (I) with
I  . If I is the same node as I  , we stop the procedure because there can be
no more wide restoration scope.
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[Step 6] If I is not the same node as I  , we deﬁne I  as an implicit abnormal
node (F ← LSPREQ (I  )), which results in the extension of restoration scope.
As I  is newly added to F , we iterate the above procedure from Step 1 until
we ﬁnd an optimal alternative path for restoration (Step 4) or there is no
alternative path (Step 5).
Output:
An optimal alternative path, PREROUT IN G = (n , l ).
2.1

A Dynamic RS Determination

The purpose of our restoration model is to achieve fast restoration and high
resource utilization. However, fast restoration comes into conﬂict with high resource utilization. Therefore, this paper proposes a leverage algorithm that reconciles these two factors. In our restoration algorithm, we narrow down the
restoration scope as soon as possible for the rapid path computation. However,
the wide restoration scope is better than the narrow restoration scope in terms
of resource utilization.
To determine the reasonable restoration scope based on the fault location,
this paper proposes an algorithm for dynamic RS arrangement. This algorithm
generates the WNG for the working LSP provision and the IWNG for the alternative LSP provision.
Preconditions or Definitions:
– A network graph, N G(N, L), which is composed of nodes, n ∈ N , and links,
l ∈ L.
– A node, n(w, d, v), where w is a weight, d is an accumulated delay, and v is
a visiting ﬂag.
– A link, l(w, r, d), where w is a weight, r represents reachability (yes or no),
and d is a delay.
– nactive represents the active node allocating the proper weights to all of its
neighbor nodes and links connected to it.
– npassive represents the passive node order which is assigned by an active
node, that is to say, npassive is a neighbor node of nactive .
Algorithm:
Refer to Fig. 2.
Output:
An Intermediate weighted network graph(IW N G(N, L, BAV A , W )), where N is
a set of node, E is a set of link, BAV A is the avaiable bandwidth of the link, and
W is the assigned weight on a link.
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F or e ach n ∈ N do
n(w,v,d)  (∞,no,0);
F or each l ∈ L do
if (l(r)==no and (l(r)==yes and l(BAVA) < BREQ))) trims l from NG ;
if (l(r)==yes and l(BAVA) < BREQ)) l(w)  (∞);
De fine the ingre ss node (LS P(I)) as the initial active node (nactive);
De fine the e gre ss node (LS P(D)) as the de stination node (ndest);
nactive(w,d)  (0,0);
Proce dure Allignment(nactive, ndest)
if(n active == ndest) re turn;
nactive(v)  yes;
npassive  ladj;
for e ach l conne cte d to nactive do
if( l(w) > n active(w)+1)
l(w)  (nactive(w)+1);
if( npassive(v) == no)
l(d)  l(d)+nactive(d);
if(n passive(v) == yes) continue ;
if(n passive(w) > l(w)) {
n passive(w,d) (l(w),l(d));
Allignment(npassive, ndest);
}
e nd of for
e nd of proce dure

Fig. 2. An algorithm for determiantion of restoration scope
Starting at the ingress node, our algorithm visits all the neighbors, then visits
all the neighbors of these neighbors, and so on, until there are no neighbors left
to visit. Our algorithm is very simple but there are some rules for assigning the
appropriate weight of each node and link with the following steps:
[Step 1] We initialize the nodes of the network using inﬁnity (∞), zero (0) and
no of visit ﬂag to weight, delay and visiting ﬂag, respectively.
[Step 2] We trim the unfavorable links from NG. If the reachability of link is
no or the reachability is yes but its available bandwidth is less than the
requested bandwidth, we trim the link from NG. If the link is favorable, we
assign zero to the weight of the link.
[Step 3] We deﬁne the ingress node (LSP (I) representing the ingress node terminating the LSP) as a ﬁrst active node (nactive ) and deﬁne the egress node
(LSP (D) representing the destination node terminatiing the LSP) as a destination node (ndest ).
[Step 4] Initially, we assign zero to the weight and delay of nactive (nactive (w, d) ←
(0, 0);). From now on, we traverse NG until there are no nodes to visit, calling
the procedure of Alignment(nactive , ndest ).
[Step 5] We assign yes to the visiting ﬂag of nactive (nactive (v) ← yes;) in order
to avoid the duplicated traverse of NG.
[Step 6] We determine the weight and the accumulated delay of each links
(l(w, d)) connected to the nactive with the following rule:

l(w) =

nactive (w) + 1, if (l, w) > nactive + 1 or l(w) == 0
l(w), if (l(w) ≤ nactive + 1 and l(w) = ∞

(1)

nactive (d) + l(d), if (npassive (v) == no)
l(d),
if (npassive == yes)

(2)



l(d) =
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[Step 7] If the visiting ﬂag of npassive is yes, then we traverse another link that
is not traversed. If npassive is no, we assign the weight and accumulated delay
of npassive with the following rule:

npassive (w) =

l(w), if (npassive (w) == ∞ or npassive (w) > l(w) or npassive (v) == no);
npassive (w), if (npassive (w) ≤ npassive (v) == no)


npassive (d) =

l(d), if ((npassive (d) == 0 or npassive (v) == no and npassive (d) > l(d);
npassive (d), if (npassive (d) ≤ l(d));
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Fig. 3. An example of network graph (NG) and weighted network graph (WNG)
Let’s assume that the working path, LSPW ORKIN G , traverses (a-L1-d-L8h-L19-l) and there is a fault at L19. Fig. 3 (a) shows an NG, where link L9
is faulty, LSP (I, E, BREQ , D) is (a,l,30,8), BAV As of L3, L14 and L23 are less
than BREQ . We trim the unfavorable links of L3, L14, and L23 and traverse NG
from the ingress node of l until all visiting ﬂags of nodes can be yes in accordance
with the rules described in Step 6 and Step 7. As a result of NG traversing, we
can generate WNG as shown in Fig. 3 (b).
After generating the WNG, we determine the reasonable RS. At ﬁrst, we
determine I  , which can be the node connected to the abnormal link along the
reverse traﬃc ﬂow. In the case of fault at L19 as shown in Fig. 3 (a), the ﬁrst
candidate I  shall be h because nodes of h and l are connected to abnormal link,
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L19. But h is in the reverse traﬃc ﬂow of the working LSP. So, we select h as I  .
Once the I  is selected, we deﬁne the restoration scope as the set of nodes and
links whose weights are greater than I  (w) and the I  itself as following rule:
RS = (n(w), l(w)) ∪ (I  ), where w ⊃ I  (w)

(5)

For example, the ﬁrst RS to restore the link fault (L19) can be (h, L18,
i, L20, j, L21, l) according to the rule for the determination of RS as shown
in Fig. 3 (a). Thus, we ﬁnd an alternative path avoiding the abnormal link of
L19 between h and l. The alternative path can be (h-L18-i-L20-j-L21-l). The
algorithm for selecting an alternative path will be given in the next section.
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Fig. 4. An example of the intermediate weighted network graph (IWNG)
If we failed to ﬁnd an alternative path avoiding the abnormal link of L19
within the ﬁrst RS for some reason or another, we need to rearrange the RS,
which is the concept of the extension of the restoration scope. Rules for extension
of the restoration scope are as follows:
– We suppose that there is an abnormality at I  .
– We propagate the abnormality of I  to its connected links.
– We select one link among the links connected to I  , which is a part of the
working LSP.
Having selected the link for the extension of RS, we determine the restoration scope with the same rule of equation (5)applied to the determination of
the ﬁrst RS. As a result of determination of the second RS, the RS can be
(d,L7,e,L11,f,L15,i,L20,j,L21,l) as shown in Fig. 3 (b). Our algorithm can extend RS until I  is equal to the original ingress node. As we extend the restoration scope, we enhance the resource utilization and reduce the restoration speed.
From this perspective, the RS is gradually widened.
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An Alternative Path Computation

Once we determine RS, we should ﬁnd an alternative path avoiding the abnormal
link. In this section, we describe the algorithm to ﬁnd an optimal alternative path
within RS. This algorithm is very simple because it utilizes the weight in WNG.
We traverse WNG from the egress node until we reach the intermediate ingress
node in accordance with the following rules.
1. Select the link having the least weight among the links connected to a node.
2. If there are two or more links whose weights are equal, we select the link
having the largest residual bandwidth (BRESIDUAL = BAV A − BREQ ).
3. If there are two or more links whose weights and the residual bandwidth are
equal, we select the link having the least delay.
4. If there are two or more links whose weights, residual bandwidth, and delay
are equal, we select an arbitrary link.

3

Performance Issues

In order to simulate the proposed restoration scheme and compare the restoration performance of our restoration scheme with two existing backup protection
schemes, global backup [4,11] and reverse backup [5,11], we used the simple
network topology as shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. A network topology for simulation

In this topology, there are 24 nodes and 38 links. With LSPREQ (1, 24, 24ms,
10M bps), we create a working LSP traversing (a-c-l-m-p) and create a global
backup path traversing (1-2-3-7-11-15-19-20-24) and a reverse backup path
traversing (1-5-9-13-17-21-22-23-24). Each node is connected with a duplex link
with a 50Mbps bandwidth, 5ms delay and a CBQ queue. We use one pair of
real-time traﬃc that is inserted into node a corresponding to the PSL and escapes through node p corresponding PML. We use a real-time traﬃc model for
setting up LSPs from a working LSP, a global backup LSP and a reverse backup
LSP with speciﬁc bandwidth requirements as the QoS traﬃc. For this, the trafﬁc generator [10] generates 256-byte packets at 10 Mbps and at a constant bit
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rate. We deﬁne the 8 fault locations f1, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6, f7 and f8 along the
working LSP to measure the restoration performance according to the diﬀerent
fault location. The measured performances are shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Restoration performance comparison
There are various performance evaluation criterions in relation to MPLS
path restoration, such as recovery time, full restoration time, setup vulnerability, backup capacity, additive latency, reordering, state overhead, packet loss, and
coverage [8]. Because our algorithm focuses on the maximization of the network
resource utilization and the moderation of the restoration speed, we evaluate
packet loss, resource utilization and restoration performance in the proposed
restoration scheme. Fig. 6 (a) shows the packet loss depending on the four different fault locations along the working LSP. From the perspective of packet
loss, our scheme shows the worst performance comparing with the two protection schemes of the global backup scheme and the reverse backup scheme, which
is a natural result because our scheme dynamically restores the fault. Fig. 6
(b) shows the resource utilization performance at the eight diﬀerent fault locations. In order to measure the resource utilization, we deﬁne three metrics, label,
bandwidth and buﬀer used, for the working LSP and the two backup paths. Our
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scheme shows the best performance compared to other schemes in terms of resource utilization because our scheme ﬁnds the alternative path avoiding the
fault location, taking into account the global network status. Fig. 6 (c) shows
the restoration performance. If we compare our scheme with other protection
schemes, it is a natural result that our scheme shows the worst performance
compared with the protection schemes because our scheme dynamically ﬁnds
the alternative path for restoration. However, if we compare our restoration algorithm with the Dijstra algorithm in terms of restoration speed, our algorithm
shows a better performance than the Dijstra algorithm because our scheme minimize the restoration scope according the fault location using the proposed algorithm of RS determination. Another important point is to identify the relation
between restoration speed and resource reusability because the reusability of the
existing working LSP for restoration is entirely related to the restoration performance of the dynamic restoration scheme, including our scheme. In addition,
we introduced the concept of RS extension in order to enhance the restoration
speed and resource utilization.

4

Concluding Remarks

This paper has proposed a rerouting algorithm to enhance restoration speed and
resource utilization compared to existing rerouting schemes. The algorithm for
the dynamic RS adjustment determines the most reasonable candidate nodes or
links to be applied to the restoration and assigns the appropriate weights to the
candidate nodes and links. Our algorithm showed a higher performance than the
rerouting approach based on the Dijstra algorithm in terms of restoration speed
and resource utilization. On the other hand, we can enhance the restoration
speed with the concept of the dynamic adjustment of the restoration scope that
minimizes the complexity of network topology which will be used for restoration.
Also, by the extension of the RS, we reduced the restoration failure probability. Our restoration scheme showed that the fault location directly aﬀected the
restoration speed and the resource reusability of the working LSP. On the basis
of the performance evaluation results, we concluded that our scheme can be applicable for the protection of bronze-class working LSPs and all kinds of backup
LSPs, such as the global backup LSP and the reverse working LSP.
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